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Abstract. The web services based on the HTTP protocol and XML are the efficient way to integrate distributed applications on the Internet. The web services contain SOAP, WSDL and UDDI standard, and various technologies related to them are researched now. In this paper, we design and implement an efficient integrated development tool for web services components. Generally a structure of web service components is constructed by combining other components closely. For this, it may be required the efficient mechanism during design of service components. Therefore we propose an integrated model of the functions required and some composition techniques of service components. Then we develop the integrated service component development tool. This automatic tool provides UML design on the GUI and includes some procedures that are creation and registration of WSDL document for accessing the web service component efficiently and that create wrapper class composing with the other services. As a result, this tool will provide the opportunity of faster and stable component development.

1 Introduction

The web services are the interface, which describes the group of operations that access networks through the standard XML messages. One way of web service integrations, the web services easily make system integration through the web [8]. This is recognized as new substitute for the distributed computing models like CORBA, Java RMI, DCOM. The web services are consisted of open-oriented standards with SOAP, WSDL, UDDI on the XML. Various toolkits for web application development are released. These toolkits are providing with API and tools.

In this paper, we develop the integrated automatic development tool for developing the efficient web service components. Generally, the web service component has service structures either with independent-structured service or with other web service components [2]. As a result, the processes of the component design and implementation on the web service should be required the mechanisms during design of service. For supporting them, our tool provides the efficiency of component design and im-
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plementation with integrating the functions required for the design and implementation of the web service component. This tool provides UML design and implementation on the GUI, and includes creation and registration of WSDL document for accessing the web service component and wrapper class to use the other services. This tool includes each step for software design, code generating, web service wrapper class creation, web services component creation and registration, and UDDI browser. In this paper, the chapter 2 describes the technologies and toolkits of web services, and the chapter 3 suggests the system structure and the component development process of the web services. The chapter 4 describes characteristics and techniques of integrated development tool on web services, and the chapter 5 is conclusion.

2 Related Researches

2.1 Web Services and Development Toolkit

It is recognized the web service as new technology, which makes system integration on the web environment based on XML, and HTTP possible. It consists of 3 open-oriented standards: the one of elements is SOAP(Simple Object Access Protocol) for the protocol of XML transmission[4], and the second one is WSDL(Web Service Description Language), the language for web service description[9], and the final one is UDDI(Universal Discovery Description Integration), the standard of storehouse for sharing information [6]. Also to solve the security problem which the web service technology does not support, BPEL4WS(Business Process Execution Language for Web Services) specs, WS-Security, WS-Coordination and WS-Transaction specs were released[7]. The architecture of web service is shown in fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Web services architecture](image)

Various toolkits for developing web services being released. SUN releases JWSDP(Java Web Services Developer Pack)[5] version 1.3 as web service development pack. IBM starts to develop WSTK(Web Services ToolKit) as AlphaWorks project, and now releases WSTK version 1.2 including ETTK (Emerging Technologies Toolkit)[3]. Also Apache as public software group starts to develop SOAP toolkit, and now Axis version 1.2 Alpha [1]. This paper uses this toolkit for web service development. In addition, UDDI4J module in the ETTK [3] is used for making UDDI browser.
2.2 Web Services Platform

Many platforms on web services are released. Those platforms have their own arrangement methods. The representative platforms are SUN's Java Web Service Development Pack (JWSDP), Cape Clear's CapeConnect, Iona's XMLBus, Apache's Axis, Systinet's Web Applications and Service Platform (WASP), and Mind Electronic's GLUE etc [2]. This paper only uses the platform of JWSDP's environment.

3 Integrated Web Services Component Development Tool

Our tool is providing with two mechanisms by creating new component, and by using the existing web service component during design process. Also, it provides web services component development environment.

3.1 The System Structure of Tool

Our tool is provided with web services component development environment based on the structure of JAVA. Fig. 2 (left) shows structure in this integrated tool. This tool is implemented by JWSDP, which SUN supported, and its XML Parser is Apache Xerces. In addition, UDDI+ in the IBM AlphaWorks's project is used for UDDI browser.

This tool provides GUI environment based on UML 1.3. Also it provides efficiency of design through use-case, class diagram, and collaboration diagram on graphical environment. UDDI browser searches the web service component required at design step, and provides WSDL information required to composite components. The code-generation module creates skeleton code required to generate components through design information. WSC (Web Service Component) wrapper generation module creates wrapper class for the other web service components. The wrapper class provides the class for static and dynamic access. WSC generator module is in charge of WSDL creation that makes the documentation of designed web service component and service description. WSC registration is providing the registration process that new web service components are registered to web service container. The relationships of all the elements are shown in fig. 2 (right).

Fig. 2. Structure (left) and relationship of elements (right) in our development tool
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3.2 The Web Services Component Development Process

The development process of web services component consists of the web services component design process, the code generation process, WSDL document and web service creation, and the registration process that registers web service component into the web server container. The web service component development process in our integrated tool is shown in fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. Process of web services component development](image)

Our process of web services starts from defining the web services component. The functions of component are defined by Use case doc., and class diagram is created based on this defined documentation. If the usage of other web service is necessary locally, the information of web services component will be gained by searching UDDI, and wrapper class will be created. The class diagram is composed of original class and wrapper class. Also collaboration model required for the service can be composed. The next step is generating source code. The generated source code will be the service-runnable class file after compiling and building. Through this information, WSDL required in the web services is created, and also composed as one component possible for web service. This component can be serviced through the registration on web server container. Our development tool includes the above steps. We may give a faster and stable component development chance to the developer.

4 Implementation of the Integrated Web Services Component Development Tool

Our tool environment consists of the component design, wrapper class creation, code generation, and web service component creation and registration tool. This tool provides the interface environment that manages and runs components per each project.
4.1 Web Services Component Design Tool

Our design tool provides the creation and management of use case, class diagram and collaboration diagram based on UML 1.3. The use case part composes the description of web service component. The class diagram part, as a core component of web services development, is in charge of designing static web services component models with original classes and classes created from the wrapper class. The collaboration diagram represents method-calling relationships on objects. These class models created by this tool are used as the information for source code automatic generation. They provide with consistency between design and implementation, so that they can provide stable web component creation and management. Fig. 4 shows use case document, class and collaboration diagram for web services component model.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 4. Use case view, web services component static model and collaboration diagram

4.2 Web Services Wrapper Class Creation Tool

The web services component can compose of not only web services client program, but also other web services. To use the web services component when developing a program, many steps are required. WSDL document registered UDDI should be referenced, and class file should be created based on this WSDL document, and then this file applies to the program. Generally, the way to access web services is classified three mechanisms: static stub, dynamic proxy which create object on runtime, and DII(Dynamic Invocation Interface). The wrapper class creation tool provides 3 types introduced above. Fig. 5 shows the activity of wrapper class creation.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 5. Web services wrapper class creation activity
As a user use one of three different mechanisms, developers may concentrate on only service domain because of hiding functional part to access the service. The process of web services wrapper class creation is classified several parts: selection process, wrapper class creation process, and wrapper class registration. Fig. 6 shows the dialog when class creation tool is selected and UDDI Browser.

This dialog (left) can create the desired wrapper classes with selecting WSDL document required wrapper class creation and wrapper class type. When WDSL is acquired by UDDI, the WSDL document can be selected with UDDI browser. The UDDI browser searches on views of business, service, and t_Model. Through the chosen WSDL documentation, wrapper class can be created as one of static stub, dynamic proxy, and DII. These wrapper classes will be discussed as followed.

4.2.1 Wrapper Class Creation for Static Stub

The wrapper class for static stub is made of the structure that uses stub created before runtime. This wrapper class has structure shown as fig. 7 (left). The wrapper class for static stub is in charge of acquiring stub object and making it available.

4.2.2 Creation of Wrapper Class to Access Web Services on Dynamic Proxy

The static stub about web services depends on the implementation environment. To overcome this limit, the dynamic proxy, which creates web service object during
runtime, is using for it. This creation of dynamic proxy is done through WSDL documentation. This wrapper class is in charge of management of web service information and creation of dynamic proxy. Fig. 7 (right) shows structure based on dynamic proxy.

4.2.3 Creation of Wrapper Class Based on Dynamic Calling Interface

The stub or dynamic proxy needs service interface information before running, but Dynamic Invocation Interface can access the service without service name and procedure information until runtime. However, these methods need more informative procedures than other methods. Fig. 8 shows the wrapper class that provides DII access.

![Diagram of Wrapper Class Structure](image)

Fig. 8. Wrapper class structure for access DII

The wrapper class creation tool provides with creating the desired wrapper class automatically based on the WSDL information and class structure of desired wrapper type. In addition, it provides class information for creating component through the process of registering them to the class diagram. The web services developer can hide the functional requirements for access. So the developer can construct the stable component from the service point of view.

4.3 Code Generation Management Tool

The code generation management tool creates source code and provides environment for code modification, compilation and run based on class diagram and collaboration diagram made for web services component. Fig. 9 (left) shows source code management tool. This tool is related with class diagram, and it composes design information related directly with code information. It provides efficient management with consistency between design and implementation.

4.4 Web Services Component Creation and Registration Tool

The web service component creation and registration tool creates WSDL document, and registers the component to the Tomcat on the JWSDP. The WSDL document is created as setting up several options, which are interface for service, package information, service registration location, service name, WSDL document name and WSDL style information. The created WSDL document and running classes are integrated, and registered to the web server container. This is shown in Fig. 9 (right).
5 Conclusion

Nowadays, Web service technologies have many standards like SOAP, WSDL, UDDI. They should be applied quickly for changing existing user oriented and application oriented web environment and replacing the existed distributed environment like CORBA, DCOM, Java RMI. Many specs are modified consistently.

To solve this problem, we suggest our integrated development tool, which may provide the efficient environment for faster and stable component development on Web services. In this paper, we show to design and implement our integrated development tool for supporting efficient development on Web services. Our integrated environment include as follows, Web services component design tool based on UML 1.3, Web service wrapper class creation tool, Code generation management tool, Web services component creation and registration tool. As a result, we believe to develop faster and stable service component. We need consistent studies for supporting evaluated specs and additional web service functions.
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